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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the existence of critical points of the functional
I[u]=|
0 _
=2
2
|{u|2+
1
2
u2&F(u)& , (1.1)
where 0 # Rd, d2 is a bounded domain with C3 boundary, u # H1(0),
and = is a small parameter. On the nonlinearity F we assume: F # C2, 1(R),
F#0 in (&, 0), F(u)=O(u p+1) as p  , 1<p<(d+2)(d&2) (if
d=2 then 1<p<). Additionally we require that there exists q>1 such
that for u>0 the function F $(u)uq is nondecreasing and that there exists
% # (0, 12) such that %F $(u) u&F(u)>0, u0. A typical example is
F(u)=u33, u>0. We point out here that our results apply to a larger class
of nonlinearities (see Sect. 3.1 for more details). In the sequel we shall
denote F $ by f.
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It is well known that the critical points of (1.1) are solutions to
&=2qu+u& f (u)=0, in 0,
u
n
=0, on 0.
(1.2)
In recent years (1.1), (1.2) have been the subject of intensive investigation
beginning with the work of Ni and Takagi ([22, 23], also with Lin [19]).
In a series of papers these authors established the existence of the so called
boundary spike layer solution u= to (1.1). This solution has a single maxi-
mum at P= # 0 and as =  0, u=(P=)  +>0, u=  0 uniformly on compact
subsets of 0, and P=  P where P is the point at which the mean curvature
H of 0 attains its maximum (the most ‘‘curved’’ part of 0). Their
method is based on the asymptotic expansion of the energy functional
I[u=]==d [ 12 I0 [W]&#=H(P
=)+o(=)], (1.3)
where #>0 depends on F and 0 only and
I0 [W]=|
Rd
[ 12 |{W|
2+ 12 W
2&F(W)], (1.4)
and W is the unique, positive radially symmetric solution to
&2U+U& f (U)=0, in Rd. (1.5)
Subsequently it was shown (by Ni and Wei ([25]) for (1.2) with
Dirichlet boundary conditions and by Wei [29], Kowalczyk [18], Gui
and Wei [15] for Neumann problem) that there exists u= with maximum
at P= # 0 such that dist(P=, 0)  maxQ # 0 dist(Q, 0). These solutions are
called interior spike layers. Extensions of those results can be found for
instance in ([10, 12, 24, 28], see also [27] for formal asymptotic results
and [26] for the one-dimensional case).
Similar results are also available now for multiple boundary spike layers
([14, 30]) and multiple interior spike layers ([15, 18]). We refer the reader
to the recent review paper by Ni [21] and the references therein for more
details on this aspect of the problem as well as examples of its applications
in mathematical biology and biochemistry (see also[13]).
A related program of constructing localized structures has been carried
out for I[u] with the bistable nonlinearity (a typical example is
&2F(u)=2(1&u2)2&u) and u # H1(0), 0 u=0. In this case the critical
points of I are the solutions to the steady state CahnHilliard equation
arising in materials science. In [5] Bates and Fife analyzed the nucleating
solutions in one dimension, which are localized, spike like solutions. Their
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results were generalized to higher space dimension by Bates and Fusco [6,
7] (see also Wei and Winter [31]). Alikakos and Fusco [2, 3] studied,
more generally, the dynamics of almost spherical fronts (bubbles). Their
method is based on the invariant manifold ideas and also, in principle,
yields the existence of the steady states in solutions to CahnHilliard and
the location of the center of the bubble. The bubble, though a different
kind of solution, is related to the spike and all the results have their
analogs in this context.
We shall first outline briefly our approach.
For every ! # 0 we define an approximate solution to (1.2) by
w!=W( |x&!|=) and consider the set M=[w! | ! # 0] and the restriction
of the energy I to M (reduced energy):
j(!)=I[w!]. (1.6)
Since w! satisfies
&=2qw!+w!& f (w!)=0, in 0,
w!
n
=O(e &c=),
(1.7)
therefore it appears to be a good approximation to the solutions of (1.2)
for =>0 small. It is natural to consider the critical points of the finite
dimensional variational problem j( } ) on M, and then try to relate them to
the critical points of the full, infinite dimensional problem. This general line
of reasoning has been used at the formal level by Jorge and Minzoni
([17]) and at the rigorous level extensively in the work of Alikakos and
Fusco ([2,3]), Alikakos, Bronsard and Fusco ([1]).
In this note we introduce a new way for making this reduction rigorous.
The idea is to take the finite dimensional set M and immbed it in H1(0)
in such a way that in the complimentary, infinite dimensional part the
energy is strictly monotonic.
We found it rather surprising that in order to do so one does not need
to refine the initial approximation of the solutions to (1.2) by w! as it is
usually done (for instance see [2, 3, 14, 15, 18, 25]). Instead we simply
analyze the energy landscape of I[u] with u near M. At this point a
modification of the Minimax Principle developed by Ni [20] (also [9])
(Proposition 2.1 to follow) can be applied to yield the existence of a critical
point of I. The main difference between Proposition 2.1 and the original
result of Ni is that here we allow the manifolds to link only locally.
Our first result is the following:
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Theorem 1. Let 0 # Rd be a bounded domain with C 3 boundary, let !0 #
0 be a point at which dist( } , 0) attains its maximum. There exists a critical
point of I, u* with critical value c* such that
c*==d [I0 [W]&#0 (!0 , =) e &2 dist (!0 , 0)=], (1.8)
where C=(d&1)2#0(!0 , =)C with some positive constant C.
In the sequel we shall use the following notation
d!=dist(!, 0), ! # 0
Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of a more general Theorem 2 which in
particular cases gives existence of other critical points.
Theorem 2. Let ’>0 be a given number and let
U=[! # 0 | j(!)>=d[I0 [W]&e &2’=]]. (1.9)
We assume that U{< and there exists %>0 such that for each ! # 0
satisfying dist(!, U)<%, there exists { # Rd, |{|=1 such that
j (!)
{
&=(3d&3)2 e &2d!=. (1.10)
Then the functional I has a critical value c* such that
=d[I0 [W]&#2e &2d
!0 =]c*=d[I0 [W]&#1=(d&1)2 e &2d
!0 =], (1.11)
where d!0=max! # U d! and #1 , #2 are positive constants.
Remark 1.1. (1) It is known from [29] that u= satisfying estimate
(1.11) is either a single interior spike or a double boundary spike. For
example if 0=[0, 1]2 then it is easy to construct a single interior spike
and a double boundary spike with the same energy. However it seems
possible to utilize (1.11) to show the location for instance assuming that 0
is strictly convex.
(2) To prove Theorem 2 we only use the behavior of I near the
manifold M of approximate solutions w!. Modifying appropriately I far
from M by adding penalty term one should be able to show that the criti-
cal point corresponding to c* as in (1.9) in fact lies near M and thus it is
a single interior spike. This approach was used in a similar context in [11,
12].
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2. A MINIMAX PRINCIPLE WITH LOCAL LINKING
As it has been mentioned already the main step in the proof of Theorem
2 is an application of a Minimax Principle developed by Ni [20]. Since we
haven’t been able to find in the literature the local form of this principle
which is needed here we will now present it. We refer the reader to the
book by Hirsch [16] for the necessary background in the area of differen-
tial topology.
Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space, dimH=N, let I: H  R be
a C1 functional. We assume that I satisfies PalaisSmale condition, i.e.:
{
If [un]/H is a sequence such that:
(1) I[un] is bounded;
(2) I$[un]  0 as n  ;
then [un] has a subsequence convergent in H.
(PS)
In what follows we shall use the customary notation:
Ac:=[u # H | I[u]<c],
Ac :=[u # H | I[u]>c],
Kc :=[u # H | I[u]=c, I$[u]=0].
For any c1c2 we denote Ac2c1 :=Ac1 & A
c2. Clearly if (c1 , c2)/I(H) then
Ac2c1 is a C
1, N dimensional manifold in H.
Let N/H, dim N=N be a C1 manifold with boundary and X, Z be
oriented sub-manifolds of N such that
(i) dim Z=k+1, dim X=N&k&1; k=1, ..., N&1.
(ii) Z=N & Z and Z is a neat sub-manifold of N with bound-
ary (see [16]).
(iii) X=N & X and X is a neat sub-manifold of N.
Under the assumptions (i)(iii) the intersection number *(Z, X) is well
defined. We further assume
(iv) *(Z, X){0.
Set
c&=min
u # X
I[u],
c+=max
u # Z
I[u].
(2.1)
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Finally we suppose
(v) There exist c1<c2 such that N & Ac2c1=<, I[u]c1 , u # Z,
I[u]c2 , u # X. Moreover
c1<c& ,
c+<c2 .
In the case when X=< the latter statement becomes c1<c& .
In applications we often have N=Ac2c1 .
Proposition 2.1. Let I : H  R be a C 1 functional satisfying (PS).
Assume that the manifolds N, Z, X and numbers c1<c2 , c&c+ satisfy
conditions (i)(v). There exists c* # [c& , c+] such that Kc* {<.
Remark 2.1. Observe that the above statement differs from the one in
[20] since here we allow X to be a manifold with boundary. For this
reason we refer to our setting as local linking. For convenience of the
reader we give the proof of Proposition 2.1 here (which is only slightly
different from the proof in [20]).
Proof. If dim X=0 or X=< then the above theorem is a special case
of the Theorem 4.1 in [20] and therefore we can assume that dim X>0
and X{<.
We set:
1=[h # C (Z, N) | h (Z)/N"X, *(h, X){0]. (2.2)
We define
c*= inf
h # 1
max
u # Z
I[h(u)]. (2.3)
We clearly have c* # [c& , c+]. Assume that Kc*=< i.e. c* is not a critical
value of I. We shall show now that this leads to a contradiction.
By the well known Deformation Lemma there exist =>0, $>0, =>$
and the family [’t]t # [0, 1] of homeomorphisms of H onto H such that:
(1) ’0=id.
(2) ’t=id on Ac*&= and Ac*+= , \t # [0, 1].
(3) ’1(Ac*+$)/Ac*&$.
Moreover without loss of generality we can assume:
c1<c*&=<c*+=<c2 . (2.4)
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Let h # 1 be such that
max
u # Z
I[h(u)]<c*+$. (2.5)
Consider gt :=’t b h. We claim that gt # 1, \t # [0, 1]. From (2.4) and (2)
above we have that ’t=id on N hence gt (Z)=h(Z)/N"X. Since
the intersection number is homotopy invariant for the class of homotopies
which take Z into N"X at each stage ([16]) therefore
*(gt , X)=*(h, X){0 and the claim follows.
In particular g1 # 1 and by (3) we have
max
u # Z
I[ g1(u)]<c*&$, (2.6)
which contradicts (2.3). Thus Kc* {< and the proof is complete. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2
3.1. The reduced energy
In this paper C, c, # stand for various positive constants and their value
may change from line to line.
In what follows, we shall assume that the nonlinearity f # C1, : (R), :>0
satisfies:
(f1) f (u)#0, u0.
(f2) For u0, f admits decomposition
f (u)= f1(u)& f2(u),
with f1 , f2 # C 1, 1(R), f1(0)= f2(0)=0, f $1(0)= f $2(0)=0. Additionally,
there is a q>1 such that f1(u)uq is nondecreasing if u>0 and f2(u)uq is
non-increasing.
(f3) f (u)=O(u p) as u  +, where 1<p<(d+2)(d&2) if d3
and 1<p< if d=2.
(f4) There exists % # (0, 12) such that F(u)%uf (u), where
F(u)=|
u
0
f (s) ds
(f5) The following problem has a unique, positive solution (ground
state):
&2W+W& f (W)=0 in Rd. (3.1)
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Assuming (f1)(f5) we have the following well known result [23].
Proposition 3.1. Let W be the unique, positive solution to (3.1).
(1) W is a radially symmetric function such that Wr<0 for r>0.
Furthermore, there exists +0>0 such that the following formulas hold:
W(r)=+0 r&(d&1)2e&r(1+O(r&1)) as r  , (3.2a)
Wr=&W(r)(1+O(r&1)) as r  , (3.2b)
Wrr=W(r)(1+O(r&1)) as r  . (3.2c)
(2) Let L=&2+(1& f $(W )) id. Assume that L is non-degenerate
i.e. it has a bounded inverse when restricted to the subspace L2r (R
d)=
[u # L2(Rd) | u(z)=u( |z| )] (L is an operator on L2(Rd) with D(L)=
W 2, 2(Rd)). Then
Ker(L)=span{Wz: , :=1, ..., d= .
For the rest of this paper, in addition to (f1)(f5) we assume
(f6) L is non-degenerate (so that the assertion (2) of the Lemma
above is satisfied).
We observe here that the ground state W is a critical point of the func-
tional
I0[U]:=|
Rd
[ 12 |{U|
2+ 12 U
2&F(U)], (3.3)
where F $= f.
We recall that the reduced energy is defined by
j(!)=|
0 _
=2
2
|{w!|2+
1
2
(w!)2&F(w!)&,
where w!=W( |x&!|=).
We shall first establish a simple lemma about j and its critical points and
critical values.
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Lemma 3.2. Let U be a set satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.
Then the function j has a a critical value c* such that
=d[I0[W]&#2e &2d
!0 =]c*=d[I0[W]&#1=(d&1)2e &2d
!0 =], (3.4)
where d!0=max! # U d! and #1 , #2 are positive constants.
Proof. We shall first derive the asymptotic formula for the function j.
Calculating directly from the definition and using Proposition 3.1 we
obtain:
j(!)==dI0 [W ]+
=2
2 |0 w
! w
!
n
dS+O(e &(2+c) d!=). (3.5)
Using the fact that the biggest contribution in the boundary integral above
comes from the points P # 0 such that |P&!|=d! we obtain
=2
2 |0 w
! w
!
n
dS=&=d#0 (!, =) e &2d
!=, (3.6)
where #0(!, =) is a positive function depending on !, = and 0 only and
satisfying
#1=(3d&1)2=d #0 (!, =)#2 =d, (3.7)
for some positive constants #1 , #2 . Summarizing we have
j (!)==d[I0 [W]&#(!, =) e &2d
!= (1+o(1))]. (3.8)
Let
c*=sup
! # U
j (!). (3.9)
Since j(!) can not achieve its maximum at ! # U therefore there exists
!* # U such that j(!*)=c*. Using the asymptotic formula (3.8) we easily
conclude (3.4). The proof is complete. K
Remark 3.1. (1) Observe that from the above we can easily conclude
that !*  !0 as =  0.
(2) In the sequel we shall denote
c1==d[I0 [W]&e &2’=].
We postpone the proof of Theorem 2 to the next section and prove
Theorem 1 now.
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Proof of Theorem 1. If !0 is such that d!0=maxd! # 0 d! then a
neighborhood U satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 can always be
constructed. Indeed we can choose ’ small so that (by (3.8)) we have
d!<2’, ! # U. Additionally after taking ’ smaller if necessary we can
choose %>0 such that for each !, dist(!, U)% there exists a unique
P # 0 such that d!=|P&!|. To verify (1.10) we set {=(P&!)|P&!|.
Observe that {=n(P) where n(P) is the outward unit normal to 0 at P.
Calculating directly we obtain
 j (!)
{
==2|
0
w!
n
w!
{
dS. (3.10)
Using the fact that the biggest contribution in the integral above comes
from the vicinity of the (unique) point P such that |P&!|=d! and the fact
that w! is strictly decreasing in the direction of {=n(P) near P we get,
using Proposition 3.1, after routine calculations (see [18])
&
 j (!)
{
C= (3d&3)2e &2d!=. (3.11)
The proof is complete. K
3.2. Singular perturbation problem
Let \>0 be a small fixed number and define
M=[w!=W( |x&!|=) | ! # 0, d!>\], (3.12)
For each ! # 0 we also define a bilinear form B!: H1(0)_H1(0)  R as
B!(u, v)=|
0
=2{u {v+[1& f $(w!)] uv. (3.13)
In the sequel we shall often use the following result (established in [18]).
Proposition 3.3. Let \>0 be a fixed number and ! # 0 be such that
d!>\. Let
H!, 0=span[h!, 0: =w
!
!: &w
!
!: &
&1
L2 , :=1, ..., d]. (3.14)
There exist closed subspaces H!, &, H!, + such that
(1) L2(0)=H!, &H!, 0H!, +
(2) dim H!, &=1 (by h!, & we shall denote the normalized basis vec-
tor in H!, &).
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(3) There exist positive constants *&, c, # depending on \ but inde-
pendent on ! such that
B!(h!, &, h!, &)=&*&+O(=&#e &c=),
&=22h!, &+[1& f $(w!)]h!, &=&*&h!, &+O(=&#e &c=).
(3.15)
(4) (Agmon’s Estimate [4]). There exist constants *, #>0, |*&|>
*>0 such that
|h!, &(x)|=&# e &(1+*)12 |x&!|=, (3.16)
with similiar estimates holding for the derivatives of h!, &(x) with respect to
! and x.
(5) There exists a positive constant *+ such that for u # H!, + &
H1(0) we have
B!(u, u)=2*+&u&2H1 . (3.17)
The above Proposition and the argument in Lemma 3.2 suggests that
one could try to apply Proposition 2.1 with manifolds
N_ := [w=w!+v | w! # M, v orthogonal to M at !, &v&H1<_],
Z_& := [w
!+th!, &| ! # U, |t|<_&],
X_+ := [w
!0+u | u # H!0, +, &u&H1<_+],
for some _, _\>0 and !0 as in Lemma 3.2. The difficulty here is that M,
N_ , Z_& , X_+ are manifolds in infinite dimensional space, with N_ , X_+
infinite dimensional, while the Proposition 3.1 applies only in finite dimen-
sion. The way around this difficulty is to use a version of Galerkin
approximation. We first need to find an appropriate base for the Galerkin
scheme, such base must be in some sense ‘‘compatible’’ with M.
Lemma 3.4. For each sufficiently small $>0 and each k>0 there exists
a manifold M$ and a Ck-diffeomorphism of M, 8$ : M  M$ such that
(1)
&8$&id&CkC= $,
where C=>0, =>0 is a bounded function depending continuously on =.
(2) There exists M$>0 and a finite dimensional subspace H 1M$(0) of
H1(0) such that M$ /H 1M$(0) and dim H
1
M$(0)=M$ .
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Proof. Let Tk(‘) w!, k>0, ‘ # 0 be the kth Taylor polynomial of w! at
!=‘. Fix $>0 and consider a finite cover of 0 with the balls
[B(‘i , $)]Ki=1 , where K depends only on $ and 0. Let [’i (‘)]
K
i=1 , ‘ # 0 be
the partition of unity subordinate to this cover. We can assume that ’i ’s
are Ck functions such that &D j ’i &C 0C $& j, j=0, ..., k. We define
8$(w!)= :
K
i=1
’i (!) Tk (‘i) w!. (3.18)
Assertions of the Lemma can now be verified by direct calculations. We
omit the details. K
In what follows M$ will always be at least a C3 approximation of M by
the diffeomorphism 8$ as described in the above Lemma. We shall also
denote H1(0) by H1, H 1M$(0) by H
1
M$ as long as this does not create
confusion.
Let h!, & be functions as in (2) of Proposition 3.3. We define manifold
V # H1 by V=[h!, & | ! # 0, d!>\]. Observe that by applying Lemma
3.4 we can approximate V by a finite dimensional manifold V$ , $>0 and
furthermore V$ is contained in some finite dimensional subspace, say H 1K
of H1. Adding the basis vectors of H 1K to the subspace H
1
M$ and using
Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization we can assume that M$ , V$ are con-
tained in a common K$ dimensional subspace H 1K$ of H
1.
Let [,i]i=1 be any orthonormal basis in H
1 such that H 1K$=
span[,i]K$i=1 and let H
1
M , MK$ be an M dimensional subspace of H
1
such that H 1M=span[, i]
M
i=1 . Basis [,i] i>1 is ‘‘compatible’’ with the
manifold M$ in the sense that M$ , V$ # span[, i]K$i=1 . Note that this basis
depends on $ only.
By PM we shall denote the projection onto H 1M , i.e. for u # H
1
PMu= :
M
i=1
, i((, i , u)) , (3.19)
where (( } , } )) denotes the H1 inner product.
In the sequel the symbol O=($) will denote a function such that there
exists a continuous function C= , =>0 satisfying 0O=($)<C=$. Observe
that choosing $ sufficiently small (dependent on =) we can make O=($) as
small (in terms of =) as we wish.
We also introduce linear spaces T!M$ , N!M$ , i.e., the tangent and the
normal, respectively, space to M$ at 8$(w!). Observe that
T!M$=span[v!, 0$, : | :=1, ..., d],
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where
v!, 0$, :=
8$(w!)
!: "
8$(w!)
!: "
&1
L2
.
Furthermore let QM (M$ , _) be a _-normal tubular neighborhood of M$
in H 1M , i.e,
QM (M$ , _)=[u # H 1M | u=8$ (w
!)+v, v # N!M$ , &v&H 1M<_],
with M>K$ .
By routine calculations one can show that the local coordinates
(8$ (w!), v) in QM (M$ , _) are well defined provided that
_< 12 &D!8$ (w
!)&2L2 &D
2
!8$ (w
!)&&1L2
(3.20)
C=d2+O=($).
In the sequel _, $ will always be chosen so that
_<=d2+1. (3.21)
In the next two Lemmas we will show that Proposition 3.3 holds when w!
is replaced by 8$(w!), provided that $ is small.
Lemma 3.5. Let
v!, &$ =PMh
!, && :
d
:=1
((PM h!, &, v!, 0$, : )) v
!, 0
$, : . (3.22)
Then for each $>0 there exists K$ such that for M>K$ we have
B!(v!, &$ , v
!, &
$ )=&*
&+O(=&#e &c=)+O=($). (3.23)
Proof. For given $>0 let K$ be chosen so that M$ , V$ are contained in
H 1K$ . Then for each M>K$ we have
v!, &$ &h
!, &=PMh!, &&h!, &
& :
d
:=1
((PM h!, &&h!, &, w!!: &w
!
!: &
&1
L2 )) v
!, 0
$, : (3.24)
& :
d
:=1
((PM h!, &, v!, 0$, :&w
!
!: &w
!
!: &
&1
L2 )) v
!, 0
$, : .
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Estimating each of the terms above with the help of Lemma 3.4 we obtain,
uniformly in M>K$
&v!, &$ &h
!, &&H1O=($). (3.25)
The Lemma follows now from Proposition 3.3. K
Remark 3.2. If we set
B!$(u, v)=|
0
=2 {u {v+[1& f $(8$ (w!))] uv,
then the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 holds with B!$ in place of B
!.
Lemma 3.6. Let \>0 be given and ! # 0 be such that d!>\ (see
Proposition 3.3). For each $>0 there exists K$ such that for each M>K$ ,
and each u # N! M$ such that (u, v!, &$ ) =0 we have
B!$(u, u)(*
+=2+O= ($)) &u&2H 1K . (3.26)
Proof. For u as in the hyphotesis of the lemma we have
(u, h!, 0: ) =O=($) &u&L2 , :=1, ..., d,
(3.27)
(u, h!, &) =O=($) &u&L2 .
It is easy to see that
B!$(u, u)=B
!(u, u)+O=($) &u&2L2 . (3.28)
Estimate (3.26) follows from Proposition 3.3 and the above formulas. K
Let !0 # 0 and the neighborhood U as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2
be given. In the next few lemmas we will construct the right setting for an
application of Proposition 2.1 in the proof of Theorem 2.
For each small $>0, M>K$ and _& , _+>0 satisfying (3.21) we define
a C1 manifold ZM$, _& # H
1
M
ZM$, _&=[u # H
1
M | u=8$ (w
!)+sv!, &$ , where ! # U, |s|<_&],
and manifold XM$, _+
XM$, _+={u # H 1M } u=8$ (w
!0)+v, where v # N!0M$ ,
(v, v!0 , &$ ) =0, &v&H1M<_+ = . (3.29)
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We will first analyze I |ZM$, _& . We set _&==
d2+1. For |s|_& we define
&$ (s, !) := I[8$ (w
!)+sv!, &$ ],
(3.30)
&0 (s, !) := I[w
!+sh!, &].
Let N(u, v) :=F(u+v)&F(u)& f (u) v&12 f $(u) v2. From the properties
(f1)(f5) it can be shown that there exists  # (0, 1) such that if |u|C then
|N(u, v)|C |v|2+. (3.31)
Observe that since p in (f3) is sub-critical therefore we also have the
embedding H1/L2+ (for simplification we shall not emphasize here the
dependence of  on p and the dimension of the space d ).
We can now write
&$ (s, !)=I[8$ (w
!)]+sI$[8$ (w!)] v!, &$ +
1
2 s
2B!$(v
!, &
$ , v
!, &
$ )
(3.32)
&|
0
N(8$(w!), sv!, &$ ).
An analogous formula holds for &0 (s, !).
For each MK$ the following formulas are satisfied (uniformly in M )
I[8$ (w!)]=I[w!]+O= ($),
I$[8$(w!)] v!, &$ ==
2 |
0
w!
n
h!, & dS+O= ($), (3.33)
} |0 N(8$ (w!), sv!, &$ )}C |s|2+ &v!, &$ &2+H1 +O= ($).
Combining the above estimates we derive the following lemma
Lemma 3.7. For U as in Lemma 3.2 we define
U= :=[(!, s) | ! # U, |s|<_&].
The following estimate holds
&$&&0 &C1(U=)=O=($). (3.34)
The next lemma shows that the functional I essentially decreases along
the manifold U= .
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Lemma 3.8. There exist a positive constant } such that for each suf-
ficiently small = we have
&0 (!, s) |(!, s) # U=<c1+max
! # U
[e &2(d!+})=], (3.35)
where c1 is as in Remark 3.1.
Proof. Let ! # U be fixed. We have
&0
s
==2 |
0
w!
n
h!, & dS&s[*&+O(=&#e &c=)]
(3.36)
&|
0
Ns (w!, sh!, &).
From (3.16) it follows that there exists c>0 such that
=2 |
0
w!
n
h!, & dS=O(e &2(d!+c)=). (3.37)
It is not difficult to show
}|0 Ns (w!, sh!, &)}=|s|1+ O(=d2). (3.38)
By direct calculations one can now establish that for |s|<=d2+1=_& func-
tion &0 attains its maximum at
smax=O(e &2(d
!+c)=), (3.39)
and decreases for |smax&s|>0. We have U= A1 _ A2 where
A1=[(!, s) | j(!)=c1],
(3.40)
A2=[(!, s) | |s|=_&],
where c1 is as in Remark 3.1. Along A1 we have
&0 (!, s) |(!, s) # A1
&
0 (!, smax)I[w
!]+O(e &2(d!+c)=)
c1+O(e &2(d
!+})=),
for some positive }.
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On the other hand along A2 it holds
&0 (!, s) |(!, s) # A2 j(!)+|
\_&
0
&0
s
ds
 j(!)&
*&
2
_2& (1+o(1)) (3.41)
=d[I0 [W]&C=d+2]<c1 .
The proof is now complete. K
We set c~ 1=c1+max! # U [e &2(d
!+})=] and for each M>K$ we define
AM, c~ 1 :=[u # H
1
M | I[u]>c~ 1],
(3.42)
ZM$ :=Z
M
$, _& & AM, c~ 1 ,
where _&==d2+1.
Remark 3.3. We observe that for ! # U we have by Lemma 3.2
|’&d!|<C= |ln =| and thus
c~ 1==d[I0 [W ]&e &2’=(1+o(1))]. (3.43)
We shall now establish that the manifold ZM$ is the right candidate to
play the role of Z in the application of Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 3.9. For each sufficiently small = there exists $= such that for
each $ # (0, $=] manifold ZM$ is neat sub-manifold of AM, c~ 1 .
Proof. From Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 we know that given = small $
can be chosen so that
ZM$ =Z
M
$ & AM, c~ 1 . (3.44)
It now suffices to show that ZM$ intersects the level set AM, c~ 1 non-
tangentially.
Observe that if ZM$ intersected the level set AM, c~ 1 tangentially at some
(!, s) such that I[8$ (w!)+sv!, &$ ]=
&
$ (!, s)=c~ 1 then we would have
T(!, s) ZM$ /T(!, s)AM, c~ 1 hence
&$
s
(!, s)=0,
(3.45)
&$
{
(!, s)=0, for each { # Rd, |{|=1.
We will show that (3.45) can not hold.
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Case 1. Let (!, s) # ZM$ be such that |s|>e
&d!=. Then by (3.36), (3.37),
(3.38) we obtain
}
&
0
s
(!, s)}>Ce &2d!=, (3.46)
hence by Lemma 3.8
}
&
$
s
(!, s)}= }
&
0
s
(!, s)}+O= ($)>Ce &2d!=+O= ($)>0, (3.47)
provided that $ is chosen sufficiently small.
Case 2. Let (!, s) # ZM$ be such that |s|e
&d!=. Then by (3.8), (3.36)
we have
&0 (!, s)= j(!)+|
s
0
&0
s$
ds$ j(!)&ce &2d!==d[I0 [W ]&ce &2d
!=],
(3.48)
with some constant c>0. It follows from (3.48) that a large constant C can
be chosen such that if
d!>’+C= |ln =|, ’ as in Lemma 3.2, (3.49)
then there is a positive constant # (increasing with C) such that
&$ (!, s)=
&
0 (!, s)+O=($)>=
d[I0 [W]&ce &2d
!=]+O=($)
>=d[I0 [W]&=#e &2’=]+O=($) (3.50)
>c1+max
! # U
[e &2(d!+})=]=c~ 1 ,
again provided that $ is sufficiently small.
Therefore we only need to consider (!, s) such that
|d!&’|C= |ln =|,
|s|e &d!=.
(3.51)
Choosing = small, by (3.51) and the hypothesis of Theorem 2, we have
j(!)
{
&C=(3d&3)2 e &2d!=, (3.52)
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for some { # Rd, |{|=1. It follows
&0
{
(!, s)=
j(!)
{
+

{ \sI$[w!] h!, &+ 12 s2*&(1+o(e &c=))&|0 N(w!, sh!, &)+

j(!)
{
+O(e &2(d!+c)=)
(3.53)
&C=(3d&3)2 e &2d!=,
and thus
&$
{
(!, s)=
&0
{
(!, s)+O= ($) &C= (3d&3)2 e &2d
!=, (3.54)
where $ is sufficiently small.
From (3.46) and (3.54) we conclude that (3.45) can not hold, as claimed.
The proof is now complete. K
We shall now consider the functional I restricted to the manifold XM$, _+
where _+==2+1 where  is as in (3.31).
Lemma 3.10. Let
c~ 2 :=I[w!0]+=&1 e &2d
!0 =. (3.55)
We then have for each sufficiently small $
I |XM$, _+>c~ 2 . (3.56)
Proof. Using an argument similar to the one in (3.32) and Proposition
3.3 we get for each 8$(w!0)+v # XM$, _+
I[8$ (w!0+v)]!0 , +(&v&H1M)+O=($), (3.57)
where
!0 , +(t)=I[w!0]&&I$[w!0]& t+*+=2t2&C |t|2+. (3.58)
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Since on XM$, _+ we have &v&H 1M=_+ therefore using (3.31), (3.57) and
taking = and then $ small enough we obtain
I |XM$, _+
!0 , +(=2+1)+O=($)
(3.59)
>I[w!0]+ 12*
+=4+4>c~ 2 .
The proof is complete. K
For any M>K$ we set
Ac~ 2M := [u # H
1
M | I[u]<c~ 2],
XM$ := X
M
$, _+ & A
c~ 2
M .
(3.60)
Lemma 3.11. For each sufficiently small = there exists $=>0 such that
for each $ # (0, $=] and each sufficiently large M the manifold X
M
$ is neat
sub-manifold of Ac~ 2M .
Proof. From Lemma 3.10 it follows that given =, $= can be chosen so
that
XM$=X
M
$ & A
c~ 2
M , (3.61)
for 0<$$= and M>K$ . It remains to show that X
M
$ intersects the level
set Ac~ 2M non-tangentially.
We shall argue by contradiction. We assume that 8$(w!0)+v # X
M
$ is
such that for any { # T(8$(w!0)+v)X
M
$ we have
I[8$(w!0)+v]=c~ 2 ,
(3.62)

s
I[8$ (w!0)+v+s{] |s=0=0,
so that XM$ meets A
c2
M tangentially at 8$(w
!0)+v. Since v # T (8$(w!0)+v)X
M
$
the second formula in (3.62) holds with v in place of {.
For s # [&1, 0] consider function
;(s)=I[8$ (w!0)+(1+s) v]. (3.63)
By direct calculation it can be shown that
d 2;
ds2
B!(v, v)&C(1+s) &v&2+H1 +O=($)>0, (3.64)
where the last inequality follows from &v&H1_+==2+1 and Proposition
3.3 after taking =, $ yet smaller if necessary.
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Since ;$(0)=0 we conclude from the above that ;(s) is a strictly convex
function on [&1, 0]. By (3.62) we then know that ;(s) attains its local
minimum at s=0, and thus ;(0)<;(&1), hence
I[8$ (w!0)+v]I[8$ (w!0)]
(3.65)
=I[w!0]+O=($)<c~ 2 ,
where again in the last inequality we take =, $ smaller if necessary. We have
now reached contradiction with the first inequality in (3.62). The proof is
complete. K
We set
Ac~ 2M, c~ 1 :=AM, c~ 1 & A
c~ 2
M , (3.66)
and let
c&M, $=min
u # XM$
I[u],
(3.67)
c+M, $=max
u # ZM$
I[u].
The following Lemma shows that we can find a critical point of I in each
of the finite dimensional spaces H 1M .
Lemma 3.12. For each sufficiently small = there exists $=>0 such that
for each $ # (0, $=] and each M>K$ the manifolds X
M
$ , Z
M
$ satisfy conditions
(i)(v) in Section 2 with N, X, Z, Ac2c1 , c
&, c+ replaced by Ac~ 2M, c~ 1 , X
M
$ , Z
M
$ ,
Ac~ 2M, c~ 1 , c
&
M , $ , c
+
M, $ respectively.
Proof. Conditions (i)(iii) follow immediately from the definition of
XM$ , Z
M
$ and Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11. Since for _= =
d2+1 the local coor-
dinates (8$(w!), v) are well defined in the _-normal neighborhood
Q(M$ , _), _==d2+1 therefore
ZM$ & X
M
$=[8$ (w
!0)], (3.68)
hence, by construction of ZM$ , X
M
$ , condition (iv) follows as well.
It remains to verify condition (v). Using (3.58) we can easily show that
function !0 , +(t) attains its minimum for tmin=O(=&# &I$[w!0]&) and thus
c&M, $
!0 , +(tmin)+O=($)>I[w!0]&=&# e &2d
!0 =. (3.69)
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On the other hand by Remark 3.2
c~ 1=c1+max
! # U
[e &2(d!+})=]<=d[I0[W]&e &2’=(1+o(1))]<c&M, $ , (3.70)
where the last inequality follows from d!0>’.
By argument as in Lemma 3.8 (3.39), Lemma 3.7, the definition of c~ 2 and
Remark 3.3 we get
c+M, $ max
[! | dist(!, U)<C= |ln =|]
[I[w!]+e &2(d!+c)=]
 max
[! | dist(!, U)<C= |ln =|]
(=d[I0 [W]&#0(!, =) e &2d
!=(1+o(1))])
<I[w!0]+=&1e &2d!0 =#c~ 2 . (3.71)
Condition (v) is now verified and the proof of the Lemma is complete. K
We can now establish our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 2.1 we deduce
that for each sufficiently small $ and each M>K$ there exists a critical
point u* , M # H 1M of the functional I restricted to H
1
M . Moreover the choice
of $ and (3.69), (3.71) guarantee that the following estimates hold for u* , M
(see Lemma 3.2)
I[u* , M]=d[I0 [W]&C=(d&1)2 e &2d
!0 =],
(3.72)
I[u* , M]=d[I0 [W]&=&#e &2d
!0=],
with some positive constants C, #. Consequently:
(1) The sequence [I[u* , M]]M>K$ is bounded.
We will show that there exists a subsequence of [u* , M]M>K$ (still denoted
by the same symbol) and the function u* such that
(2) u* , M  u* in L2 and u* , M ( u* in H1 as M  .
Since u* , M is a critical point of I in H 1M therefore
d
ds
I[u* , M+su* , M]| s=0=|
0
[=2 |{u* , M| 2+|u* , M| 2& f (u* , M) u* , M]=0.
(3.73)
We then obtain
c~ 2>I[u* , M]=|
0
1
2
f (u* , M) u* , M&F(u* , M)
1&%
2 |0 f (u*
, M) u* , M.
(3.74)
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From (3.73), (3.74) we conclude that &u* , M&H1 is bounded uniformly in M.
This implies (2).
It is easy to show that u* is a weak solution to (1.2) hence by elliptic
regularity it is also a classical solution to (1.2) and a critical point of (1.1).
Estimate (1.9) follows from (3.72).
The proof is complete. K
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